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LEE MAPPIN, the suave, bespectacled private detective, was awakened much too early from a morning-
after sleep by a visit from a disgruntled and angry Major Dunphy whose grand-daughter, Mary Stannard, had
disappeared an hour before her wedding was scheduled to take place. As Lee takes over, the plot thickens.
Three equally implicated suspects appear out of a confusion of evidence and subtle investigations.

A myriad of clues—among them two scraps of charred paper, a spray of orchids and an expensive red coupe
wrapped around a tree— pile up before Lee Mapping can reach his ingenious and surprising solution. This
mystery has all the qualities of a first-rate detective thriller and proves to be an expert and exciting product of
Hulbert Footner's skill.

Hulbert Footner (1879–1944) was a Canadian writer of non-fiction and detective fiction.

Footner travels by canoe ended but were replaced by constant shifts of his growing family to New York,
Charleston, New Orleans, London, then to Japan and China alone, and several year-long visits to Britain,
France and Italy with the growing family after Europe immerged from its Great War in 1918.

He collected book royalties in London through the years as his popularity as a writer of detective-adventure
stories seemed secure. He acquired a circle of writer-friends abroad, most of whom visited his home,
"Charles' Gift," and included authors Frank Swinnerton and H. M. Tomlinson, James Bone, London editor of
the Manchester Guardian, David Bone, writer of sea tales and master of White Star liners, Max Beerbohm,
who he met at Rapallo, Aldous Huxley, Frank Morley, an editor at Faber & Faber and Arthur Wesley
Wheen, a World War I mentally scarred British spy, who was a close friend, and lived a tottering existence
on the rim of life with the stress of deep guilt, and was translator of Erich Maria Remarque's All Quiet on the
Western Front and The Road Back, which was published in 1929.
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From reader reviews:

Desmond Gorman:

The book Orchids to Murder give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You may use to make
your capable a lot more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting tension or having big
problem along with your subject. If you can make looking at a book Orchids to Murder for being your habit,
you can get more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all
subjects. You can know everything if you like open and read a e-book Orchids to Murder. Kinds of book are
several. It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this
book?

Annie Adcock:

As people who live in the modest era should be change about what going on or facts even knowledge to
make these people keep up with the era that is always change and move ahead. Some of you maybe will
update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the problems coming
to an individual is you don't know what type you should start with. This Orchids to Murder is our
recommendation to make you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and wish in
this era.

Eric Vegas:

Why? Because this Orchids to Murder is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you to
snap the idea but latter it will zap you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book next to it was
fantastic author who also write the book in such remarkable way makes the content interior easier to
understand, entertaining technique but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of
not hesitating having this any more or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of gains
than the other book include such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking method. So , still
want to delay having that book? If I were being you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Douglas Johnson:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you could
have it in e-book method, more simple and reachable. That Orchids to Murder can give you a lot of good
friends because by you investigating this one book you have point that they don't and make you actually
more like an interesting person. That book can be one of a step for you to get success. This e-book offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than some other make you to be
great individuals. So , why hesitate? We should have Orchids to Murder.
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